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Abstract. In this paper, we derive analytic expressions for the success probability
of decoding (Partial) Unit Memory codes in memoryless channels. An applications of
this result is that these codes outperform individual block codes in certain channels.

1

Introduction

(Partial) Unit Memory ((P)UM) codes, introduced in [6] and [5], are convolutional codes, defined using block codes. Several (P)UM code constructions and a
decoder based on the underlying block codes were proposed in [1–3]. Since these
publications, there have been results on improving the decoding algorithm [9],
extension to rank-metric codes [10], and applications to random linear network
coding [7] and the streaming scenario [4]. In these applications, the codes were
evaluated numerically in probabilistic channels and it was observed that (P)UM
codes often outperform individual block codes in these scenarios.
In this paper, we derive analytic expressions for the probability of successfully recovering an information block that is encoded with a (P)UM code, in
memoryless channels. Using these new expressions, we are able to partly explain
the numerical observations in [7] and [4] analytically.

2

(Partial) Unit Memory Codes

We use the description of (P)UM codes as in [1]. Let k ≤ n and k1 ≤ min{k, n−
k} be non-negative integers. We choose matrices G0 and G1 of the form
·
G0 =

¸
G∗0
¦ ,
G0

·
G1 =

¸
G∗1
,
0

where the row spaces of the three matrices G∗0 , G∗1 ∈ Fk1 ×n and G¦0 ∈ Fk−k1 ×n
pairwise intersect only in the zero codeword. Let hGi denote the row space of
1

Due to space limitation, some details are moved to an extended version [8].
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a matrix G. We define the following codes:
*G∗ +
0
Cα := G¦0  ,
G∗1

¿·
C0 :=

G∗0
G¦0

¸À

¿·
,

C1 :=

G¦0
G∗1

¸À
,

C01 := hG¦0 i .

The codes have parameters Cα (n, k + k1 ), C0 (n, k), C1 (n, k), and C01 (n, k − k1 ).

2.1

Encoding

Given the generator matrices G0 and G1 , we encode a sequence of information
vectors it ∈ Fk (t = 0, . . . , L, where we choose i0 = iL = 0) into a code sequence
ct = it · G0 + it−1 · G1

for t = 1, . . . , L.

Note that we can re-write this relation into
ct = i∗t · G∗0 + i¦t · G¦0 + i∗t−1 · G∗1 .

(1)

The information vectors and codewords corresponding to an index t are called
t-th block. If k < k1 , the resulting code is called (n, k|k1 ) partial unit memory
code. If k = k1 , the code is called (n, k) unit memory code. In the latter case,
it−1 can be completely recovered by knowing ct or ct−1 .

2.2

Decoding

The sequence of received words is of the form r t = ct + et for t = 1, . . . , L.
We choose some2 metric d(·, ·) : Fn × Fn → R≥0 , and the corresponding weight
wt(·) = d(·, 0), for which we know decoders of the codes Cα , C0 , C1 , C01 that
can find all codewords with distance to the received word at most τα , τ0 , τ1 , τ01 ,
respectively. We assume that τα < τ0 = τ1 < τ01 in this paper.3 For notational
convenience, we say that t errors occurred if the error word has weight t.
We use the description of decoding as in [3]. There, the Hamming metric
in combination with bounded-minimum-distance decoders was used. However,
the decoder also works with list decoders in the Hamming metric [9], with
rank-metric PUM codes [10], or with erasures [4]. First, candidates for the
codewords ct are found in 4 steps (see below). Afterwards, the most likely sequence c1 , . . . , cL is found among these candidates using the Viterbi algorithm.
In this paper, we say that decoding is successful at the t-th position if the sent
codeword ct is among the candidates. Finding the candidates works in 4 steps:
1. Each received word r t = ct + et is decoded independently using the decoder of Cα (note ct ∈ Cα ). We can decode up to τα errors in this step.
2

This can e.g. be the Hamming metric as in [2] and [4], or the rank metric as in [10].
This is not a major restriction since most known PUM constructions, e.g. based on Reed–
Solomon, BCH [2], or Gabidulin codes [10], provide codes C0 , C1 of the same minimum distance.
3
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2. Using the information fragment i∗t−1 given by a candidate codeword ct−1 ,
we can successfully decode the right neighbor ct in the code C0 if wt(et ) ≤
τ0 , using the following relation (note that the left-hand side is known)
r t − i∗t−1 · G∗1 = i∗t · G∗0 + i¦t · G¦0 + et .
|
{z
}
∈ C0

We can repeat this so-called forward step iteratively for all candidates.
3. Similar to Step 2, we can go in backward direction by decoding
r t − i∗t · G∗0 = i¦t · G¦0 + i∗t−1 · G∗1 + et ,
{z
}
|
∈ C1

in the code C1 , which is successful if the number of errors is at most τ1 .
4. Using C01 , we can find the ct in positions t, where both neighbor blocks
t − 1 and t + 1 have been successfully decoded and wt(et ) ≤ τ01 , using
r t − i∗t · G∗0 − i∗t−1 · G∗1 = i¦t · G¦0 + et ,
| {z }
∈ C01

3

New Expressions for the Success Probability

Let the PUM code and constituent decoders with decoding radii τα , τ0 , τ1 , τ01
be given. We assume that the error words et are drawn i.i.d. at random according to an arbitrary distribution (memoryless channel). Let X1 , . . . , XL be the
random variables describing the error weight, i.e., Xt := wt(et ). Thus, the Xt
are also independently and identically distributed as some random variable X.
In the following, we derive an expression for the probability Pt that the t-th
information word it of the PUM code is successfully recovered (i.e., among the
candidates), only depending on the distribution of X and the position t. The
expression depends on the probabilities
pa := P(0 ≤ X ≤ τα ),
pb := P(τα < X ≤ τ0 ),
pc := P(τ0 < X ≤ τ01 ),
pd := P(τ01 < X).
Note that pa + pb + pc + pd = 1. Let Qt denote the probability that the t-th
block is correctly decoded by Step 1 or 2 (individually or in forward direction).
Similarly, by Rt we define the probability that it is found by Step 1 or 3.
Lemma 1. For all t = 1, . . . , L, we have
³
´
1−pa −pb
pa
t
Qt = 1−p
+
p
·
and Rt =
b
1−pb
b

pa
1−pb

+ pL−t+1
·
b

³

1−pa −pb
1−pb

´
.

Proof. We prove the claim by induction. Since the information word i0 = 0 is
known, we can directly decode the first codeword c1 in C0 and obtain
³
´
p +p −p p −p2
1−pa −pb
pa
1
+
p
·
.
Q1 = P(X1 ≤ τ0 ) = pa + pb = a b1−pab b b = 1−p
b
1−pb
b
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The probability that the t-th block is found in forward direction is given by
the sum of the probability that it is found individually and the probability that
Step 1 fails, but it is successfully recovered in forward direction, i.e.,
Qt = P(Xt ≤ τα ) + P(τα < Xt ≤ τ0 ) · Qt−1
³
³
´´
³
´
pa
pa
1−pa −pb
1−pa −pb
t−1
t
=
.
= pa + pb · 1−p
+
p
·
+
p
·
b
b
1−pb
1−pb
1−pb
b
The proof of for Rt is equivalent using the base case RL = pa + pb .

3.1

Partial Unit Memory Codes (k1 < k)

In the case of PUM codes, the correct information vector it is found if and only
if ct is found. Hence, we can state the following result.
Theorem 1. For any t = 1, . . . , L, we have
£
¤
pa
Pt = pa + (1−p
p (2 − pa − 2pb ) + pa pc + ε(t, L),
)2 b
b

where ε(t, L) ≥ 0 and ε(t, L) ∈ O(max{ptb , pL−t
}) (i.e., the term ε(t, L) is
b
negligible if t is sufficiently far away from 0 and L).
Proof. We can write
Pt = P(it is found) = P(ct is found)
= P(Xt ≤ τα ) + P(τα < Xt ≤ τ0 ) · (Qt−1 + Rt+1 − Qt−1 Rt+1 )
|
{z
} |
{z
}
found in Step 1

found only in forward or backward direction

+ P(τ0 < Xt ≤ τ01 ) · Qt−1 · Rt+1
|
{z
}
found in Step 4

= pa + pb (Qt−1 + Rt+1 − Qt−1 Rt+1 ) + pc Qt−1 Rt+1 .
pa
1−pa −pb L−t
a −pb t−1
Let A := 1−p
, B := 1−p
. Then, A, B, C ≥ 0
1−pb pb , and C :=
1−pb pb
b
L−t
t
and B ∈ O(pb ) and C ∈ O(pb ). Also, Qt−1 = A + B and Rt+1 = A + C, so

Pt = pa + pb (A + B + A + C − (A + B)(A + C)) + pc (A + B)(A + C)
£
¤
pa
+ ε(t, L), where
p
(2
−
p
−
2p
)
+
p
p
= pa + (1−p
a
a
c
b
b
2
)
b

ε(t, L) = pb (B + C − AB − AC − BC) + pc (AB + AC + BC) ≥ 0.
|
{z
}
≥(A+B)(B+C)−A(B+C)−BC=B 2 ≥0

}).
Since all terms depend on B or C, we have ε(t, L) ∈ O(max{ptb , pL−t
b

3.2

Unit Memory Codes (k = k1 )

Unit memory codes have the advantage that we can obtain it from either ct
or ct+1 . In UM codes, C01 has dimension k − k1 = 0, and hence, Step 4 is not
useful. On the other hand, we can define τ01 := ∞, so pd = 0 and pc = 1−pa −pb .
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Theorem 2. For any t, there is a δ(t, L) ≥ 0 with δ(t, L) ∈ O(max{ptb , pbL−t }):
³
´2
pc
Pt = 1 − 1−p
+ δ(t, L).
b
Proof. We define A, B, C as in the proof of Theorem 1. Then, we can write
Pt = Qt + Rt+1 − Qt Rt+1 = A + B + A + C + (A + B)(A + C)
³
´2
pc
+ δ(t, L),
= A(2 − A) + B + C − A(B + C) − BC = 1 − 1−p
b
{z
}
|
=: δ(t,L)

where δ(t, L) has the desired properties.

4
4.1

Applications
Fast Code Design

Based on the results in Section 3, it is possible to determine the failure probability of decoding a PUM code block only from the probability density function
(pdf) of the error weight in a block (which is given by the channel and the
block length n). Hence, as soon as this pdf is determined (either theoretically
or numerically), one can compute the decoding failure probability for any code
parameter set, i.e., variations of k, k1 , τα , τ0 , τ1 , and τ01 , without the need for
computationally expensive Monte-Carlo simulations (a numerical example is
included in the extended version [8]). This allows to optimize code parameters
(e.g. k1 for given k) quickly.

4.2

(P)UM Codes vs. Independent Block Codes

Let C(n, k) be a linear block code with the same rate as the PUM code. For
a fair comparison, we assume that decoding in C is possible up to τ0 (i.e., as
the decoding radius of the code C0 in the PUM coding scheme). Consider a
channel in which a position independently adds 1 to the error weight of the
block with probability p (i.e., the error weight is binomially distributed with
parameters n and p). Using our results from Section 3, it is possible to show
that for p → 0, the failure probability of decoding (P)UM codes gets below the
one of encoding/decoding each information block independently in C (see the
extended version [8] for a formal statement and proof). This result proves that
(P)UM codes can outperform independent block codes in some scenarios, which
was observed experimentally before (cf. [4]).

4.3

Rank-Metric (P)UM Codes in Network Coding

In [10] and [7], (P)UM codes in the rank metric were used for error correction
in variants of random linear network coding. It was observed numerically that
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(P)UM codes result in lower failure probabilities compared to independent rankmetric codes in this scenario. The results in this paper might provide a basis
for an analytical explanation of this observation. Although the channel model
in [7] is quite complex, it is reasonable that bounds on the tail probabilities of
the error weight can be derived, resulting in similar results as in Section 4.2.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have derived analytic expressions for the success probability
of (P)UM codes in memoryless channels and have shown applications for them.
Besides the already mentioned future work, the results should be generalized—
if possible—to certain channels with memory (e.g. burst channels).
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